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 According to Gibson Research, the majority of the penetration testers at Gibson Research are using the NanoCore. History
NanoCore was written and developed by Philip Czirjak and Lukasz Golab, creators of the popular research paper "The Beauty

of Exploit Development", which describes the many possibilities of exploitation and penetration testing. It was made freely
available to the public in September 2009. Features NanoCore has the following unique features: Full support for the most

popular Windows OS versions, including the Windows XP and the Windows Server 2003. Remote execution of applications
using the Subsystem for UNIX-based Applications (SUBUSY) library. NanoCore has support for JAR and EXE files, including
the support for unsigned applications and self-modifying applications. NanoCore provides a command line interface for Remote

Command Execution (RCE). NanoCore has the ability to perform directory traversal. NanoCore is capable of bypassing the
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Microsoft UAC (User Account Control) popup. NanoCore supports the execution of specific archives such as the Tomcat and
Apache HTTPD, through which one can execute arbitrary code in the webserver. NanoCore supports execution of native
Windows DLLs through the LDHOST library. NanoCore supports the activation of the Windows Kernel-Mode Driver

Framework (KMDF) and access to the Kernel-Mode Driver Model (KMDF). NanoCore supports the execution of arbitrary Perl
and Tcl scripts. NanoCore has support for Wi-Fi hacking. NanoCore has support for Bluetooth HID (Human Interface Device)
attacks. Pricing NanoCore is free. The costs are the following: The license of NanoCore and the C source code are available for
free. The hosting of nanoCore on their homepage is completely free. The authors offer for commercial customers customized

research studies. Commercial support As of 2016, the only commercial support for NanoCore is offered by the Centurian
Intelligence Group. See also RAT (Remote Administration Tool) Subsystem for UNIX-based Applications Windows kernel-
mode driver References External links Category:Exploitation software Category:Remote administration softwareWhy Did
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